Hip No. 114

Consigned by Edward C. Allred

Name Pending
March 20, 2018 Sorrel Filly

Favorite Cartel SI 105
Favorite Trick TB
Shenoshercorona SI 91
Kiddy Up SI 96
Fire For Toby


1st dam
UP FOR IT SI 92, by Kiddy Up. 3 wins in 6 starts to 3, $164,280, Governor’s Cup Futurity [R] [G2]. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, both winners—Up And Atem SI 93 (g. by Favorite Cartel). Winner at 2, 2019, $7,085. Up For Speed SI 90 (g. by Favorite Cartel). Winner in 2 starts at 2, 2019, $3,865.

2nd dam
FIRE FOR TOBY, by Walk Thru Fire. Unraced. Dam of 5 foals to race, 4 winners, including—

UP FOR IT SI 92 (f. by Kiddy Up). Stakes winner, above.

3rd dam
Flare Checking SI 95 (Check Him Out). 4 wins to 4, $36,665, Chickasaw Overnight H.
Toby Dasher SI 101 (Fishers Dash). 6 wins to 4, $49,900.

4th dam
FOLS MISS ROCKY SI 90, by Fol’s Native TB. 2 wins in 3 starts at 2, $23,321, Black Gold 350 Futurity [R]. Sister to Snazzy Native SI 114 ($46,531), half sister to Special Miss Rocky SI 102 (dam of TAKE ME SOME CASH SI 102, $54,938). Dam of 11 foals, 10 winners, including—

FLARE FOR TOBY SI 117 (Frisco Flare). Stakes winner, above.


ENGAGEMENTS: Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., Ed Burke Million Fut., Golden State Million Fut., Governor’s Cup Fut. & Derby, PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby.

Cal-Bred; embryo transfer